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ABSTRACT:Wave propagation in forests at L-band has essential applications in satellite communication system design, foliage penetration
(FOPEN), and remote sensing of forest canopy and soil using passive active and reflectometry techniques. In this work, we propose
applying the fast hybrid method (FHM) for full-wave simulations of forests. The FHM significantly improves CPU time and memory
efficiency for full-wave electromagnetic solutions. In this paper, we present simulations of forests of up to 72 trees with heights up to
13m with FHM. Spatial distributions of electric fields at the bottom plane of the trees are illustrated showing constructive and destructive
interferences. The electric field distributions show that the amplitudes of the electric fields can be as large as twice that of incident waves.
The transmissivities are computed and averaged over realizations based on the electric fields underneath the forest. The simulations were
performed on a desktop and required a CPU time of only 1346 seconds and the memory of 16.5GB for the case of 72 13-m tall trees,
demonstrating that the FHM method is substantially more efficient than the available commercial software. The results show that the
L-band signals can penetrate forests to sense the soil moisture and detect targets hidden within forests, as evidenced by significant electric
field intensities under forest canopies. Also, we illustrate that GPS signals can penetrate forests and be successfully received by GPS
receivers. In the study on clustering effects, we present two distinct solutions for transmissivities, each corresponding to different spatial
distributions of trees while maintaining the same average tree density.

1. INTRODUCTION

Microwave propagation through forests is an important
problem as forests cover 1/3 of the land surface. For

accurate analyses of wave propagation through forests, full-
wave electromagnetic simulations are preferred in many ap-
plications. First, with the rapid advancement of satellite com-
munication, channel modeling of forested environments is es-
sential in communication system. Designing and optimizing
wireless systems in forest environments requires the electro-
magnetic characterization of forests [1–3]. A second applica-
tion of radio signal penetration through forests is foliage pen-
etration (FOPEN) [4–8]. Since forest canopies attenuate the
radio signals and give clutter scattering, electromagnetic wave
models of forest can provide critical information for FOPEN.
The third application is microwave remote sensing of soil mois-
ture biomass, and vegetation water content (VWC). Microwave
remote sensing at L-band (1.4GHz) is utilized by the SMAP
(SoilMoisture Active Passive) mission, aiming at a global map-
ping of soil moisture [9, 10], the NISAR (National Aeronautics
and Space Administration and Indian Space Research Organi-
zation Synthetic Aperture Radar), the reflectometry missions
CYGNSS (Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System) and
HydroGNSS [11–16]. To extend the scope of the SMAP mis-
sion to include forested areas that have VWC much more than
5 kg/m2 (the original VWC threshold of the mission for vali-
dated soil moisture retrieval [17]), it is imperative to develop an
electromagnetic model that can assess the impact of trees and
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accurately characterize the interaction between electromagnetic
waves and trees.
In the past, electromagnetic modeling of trees often relied

on the radiative transfer equation (RTE) and the distorted Born
approximation (DBA) [18, 19]. As discussed in [18], the RTE
model has several adhoc assumptions. In particular the RTE
model assumes a uniform, random distribution of scatterers
throughout the forest canopy. This assumption requires that the
leaves, the branches and then trunks are uniformly randomly
positioned. Another way to express the assumption of uniform
randomness in position is that RTE results of different spatial
distributions of scatterers will be the same if the average num-
ber of scatterers is the same. On the other hand, Maxwell equa-
tions will give different results for uniform randomly positioned
scatterers and scatterers in clusters even though the two cases
have the same average number of scatterers. Also, forest geo-
metric configurations have gaps among trees. The gaps are the
leaves of different trees, between branches of different trees,
and between trunks of different trees. The gaps allowmore pen-
etration of electromagnetic waves [20]. To consider the effects
of gaps in electromagnetic propagation, we use full-wave solu-
tions that include many trees in electromagnetic models [21].
Many trees need to be used in the simulation area to capture the
multiple scattering effects and the effects of gaps. However,
using commercial software for full-wave simulations involving
numerous scatterers is constrained by CPU time and memory
limitations: a simulation of 9 corn plants on the commercial
software (HFSS) already exceeded the memory capacity [22].
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TABLE 1. Comparisons of sizes of problems for L-band corn field, P-band forests, and L-band forests.

L-band, corns
(1.41GHz)

wavelength = 0.21m

P-Band, trees
(370MHz)

wavelength = 0.81m

L-Band, trees
(1.41GHz)

wavelength = 0.21m
H

(height)
5.9λ

(1.25m)
19.7λ
(16m)

61λ
(13m)

L2

(area)
2 · 103λ2

(91.0m2)
1.95 · 103λ2

(1281.6m2)
1.58 · 104λ2

(714m2)
HL2

(volume)
0.12 · 105λ3

(113.8m3)
0.38 · 105λ3

(20,506.0m3)
*9.64 · 105λ3

(9,282m3)

*This large-scale problem has not been solved before.

To obtain accurate and efficient full-wave solutions for trees,
we began full wave simulations in [23] and the hybrid method
(HM) was proposed later in [24]. The initial HM in [24] as-
sumes that the dominant contribution to the scattered waves
comes from the tree trunks, which enables the scattering so-
lutions of a single dielectric cylinder using the Infinite Cylin-
der Approximation (ICA). The analytical wave scattering solu-
tions provide the T -matrix formulation of a single tree, which
is then used to derive the Foldy-Lax equation for calculating
the interactions among trees. This approach can provide scat-
tering solutions for up to 196 trees. In [24], the illustrated ex-
amples consider dielectric cylinders that are randomly and uni-
formly distributed. Despite being able to solve the wave scat-
tering of trunk-dominant trees in [24], the initial hybrid method
still faces challenges regarding CPU time and memory, partic-
ularly as the height of the trees increases and the number of T -
matrix elements grows. Therefore, in our subsequent papers,
the hybrid method heavily relied on high-performance comput-
ing (HPC) with parallel processing [20, 21, 24, 25].
However, the assumption of trunk-dominant trees may not

hold for many real forest geometries. A tree consists of a trunk,
primary branches, and several levels of secondary branches.
There are also trees where the trunks are considerably shorter
than the overall tree height, with branches rapidly extending
from the trunk. The electromagnetic model should include
branch contributions from each tree because they affect the
scattering solutions at L-band frequency (1.41GHz). This led
to the development of the hybrid method [25]. The concept
of the HM is to extract the T -matrix of a single tree with the
aid of commercial software. Available commercial software
can compute electromagnetic fields of trees with complex ge-
ometries, which are used to extract the T -matrix components
from bistatic scattering solutions of a single tree. However, to
consider the multiple scattering among many trees, the HM ne-
cessitates using an HPC cluster with large memory and CPUs
with 36 parallel processors As the number of trees increases
in the HM, the computational complexity and memory grows
with O(N2). Considering that a tree height is proportional
to the z-directional wave vector component in modal expan-
sion, this further increases the computational complexity. Also,
the demands of full-wave simulations are frequency dependent
with higher frequency requiring a larger number of vector wave

functions. Since wave scattering simulation for random media
requires multiple realizations to obtain the convergent remote
sensing parameters [24], fast electromagnetic solutions are nec-
essary to complete the simulations efficiently so that results of
look up tables can be generated rapidly for users.
Thismotivates the further development of the hybridmethod,

leading to the fast hybrid method (FHM), the fast version of the
hybrid method [22]. To improve CPU time and memory us-
age, the FHM combines the 2D sparse matrix canonical grid
(SMCG) FFTs [26] and 1D FFT for spatial domain and or-
ders of cylindrical wave functions, respectively. This approach
involves the computation of the Foldy-Lax equation using a
“triple FFT” technique. The FHM utilizes a three-step ap-
proach, involving (i) the extraction of T -matrix for a tree in
vector cylindrical waves (VCW), (ii) the formulation of Foldy-
Lax multiple scattering in VCW and (iii) the implementation of
fast multiple scattering solutions based on triple FFT.
The computational complexity of the FHM results in signifi-

cant reductions in CPU time, with a computational complexity
of O(N logN) and memory usage of O(N). This allows the
scattering solutions of 72 trees within a CPU time of 1346 sec-
onds and memory of 16.5GB on a standard desktop without
needing a HPC cluster. The FHM was previously applied to
the corn field at the L-band [22] and forests at the P-band [27].
Forests at the L-band are much more challenging because the
tree dimensions are much larger than the corn dimensions, and
the L-band wavelength is smaller (four times smaller in these
examples) than the P-band wavelength. The sizes of the three
problems are compared in Table 1. The present problem of L-
band forests is much larger than the previous two problems. In
particular, the forest problem in this paper is 82 times larger
than the previous corn problem as seen in the last row of Ta-
ble 1.
The full-wave simulations provide solutions that correspond

to specific geometric configurations. This means that the dif-
ferent distributions of trees result in different transmissivities,
whereas the RTE only provides one transmissivity since it uses
the constant n0 in its governing equation [23]. In [24], the full-
wave simulation includes a medium with trees uniformly dis-
tributed, and these trees possess dominant trunks, aligning with
the RTE assumption. However, this may not be true because the
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1. Geometric configuration of 72 trees: (a) Forest of 13m trees (b) eight m trees.

trunk may not be dominant and the trees can be non-uniformly
positioned.
This paper applies the FHM for efficient full-wave electro-

magnetic simulations of forests at the L-band. The forests con-
sist of 8m and 13m trees as shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b), which
encompass a total of 72 trees spanning an area of 714m2. We
analyze the spatial distributions of electric fields underneath the
forest, revealing three physical results: (a) Field distributions at
the bottom plane of the trees demonstrated significantly higher
maximum amplitudes compared to the incident waves. Further-
more, the electric field distributions vary across the forest, with
variations depending on whether the field points were located
in shadowed regions or gaps between trees. (b) Transmissiv-
ities computed by averaging the reception area and averaging
over realizations are found to be significantly higher than those
predicted by the RTE [21]. (c) To account for the effects of the
geometric configuration we apply the FHM to the non-uniform
(tree clusters) and uniform distributions of trees, resulting in
distinct transmissivity results.

In applications, the paper addresses three questions: (a) Can
L-band signal penetrate forests to see soil moisture? (b) Can
L-band penetrate forests and detect target hidden inside the
forests? (c) Can GPS signals penetrate the forests and be re-
ceived by GPS receivers? For microwave remote sensing, the
fullwave simulations show that the L-band signals can pen-
etrate the forests and sense the soil moisture below. Previ-
ously, the NASA SMAP satellite mission had an upper thresh-
old for the volumetric water content of vegetation, limited to
5 kg/m2. For the forests at L-band, the full-wave simulations
use VWC > 13.46 kg/m2 much larger than the previous thresh-
old. As a result of these new findings of fullwave simulations,
a new phase of the SMAPmission, known as the extended mis-
sion, has begun. Several ground and airborne campaigns have
been conducted in Massachusetts, New York and Canada. Fu-
ture campaigns are planned for rain forests in Asia. For hidden
target detection, we illustrate the spatial distribution of the elec-
tric fields in the plane below the forests. The results show spa-
tial electric field patterns with significant field strength which
are useful for the hidden target detection under forests. For
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GPS communications, the results show that the received elec-
tric fields can be twice that of the incident wave due to con-
structive interference and gap effects while the field strength
is smaller than the incident wave in the shadow region. The
full-wave simulation results show the possibility of GPS signal
reception under forests.
There are several studies on full-wave simulations for cylin-

ders or multi-scatterers. In [28], the simulation applies the
method of auxiliary sources and focuses on a trunk-dominant
tree in a 2-D problem. In reality, trees consist of branches
connected to the trunk with complex-shapes. Moreover, mi-
crowaves in forests come from above, typically via satellite,
whereas [28] is limited to lateral wave propagations. In [29],
a full-wave simulation was conducted using the source-model
technique accelerated by the Fast Multipole Method (FMM).
However, considering an electrically large height of trees (61λ)
and nearly 72 scatterers, it is unsuitable for addressing forest-
related issues due to the computational complexity approach-
ing O(N1.5), where N is proportional to the number of source
points. Additionally, scatterers with dielectric mediums have
not been considered yet. The present FHM method is much
more efficient than FEKO which is an FMM based method.
In addition to applying RTE, ray tracing methods have been

utilized. The method is designed for applications with high
frequencies, such as for millimeter waves [30]. However, at
L-band, forests have multiscale features of scatterers and gaps
ranging from larger than the wavelength to comparable to the
wavelength to smaller than the wave length. Thus, the ray trac-
ing method is not valid at L-band.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide

an overview of the three steps involved in the FHM process.
This includes a detailed description of the T -matrix extrac-
tion approach for vector cylindrical waves (VCWs) and the im-
plementation of fast-multiple scattering solutions derived from
the Foldy-Lax equation. Section 3 discusses the transmissivity
computation with the simulation design of the forest and its ver-
ification. In Section 4, electric fields and transmissivities of 72
trees are illustrated for 8m trees and 13m trees, respectively.
To accommodate mixed-height trees, forests of a combinations
of 8m and 13m trees are also considered. Using a cluster of
trees, we show that full-wave simulations yield different so-
lutions for trees distributed uniformly and those clustered to-
gether, even when the average densities remain the same.

2. FULL-WAVE ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATION BY
FAST HYBRID METHOD
Performing full-wave simulations of wave scattering from
forests comprising many trees is a highly complex task
requiring many computational operations. To effectively
express the multiple scattering of electromagnetic waves with
trees, modal expansion has proven to be advantageous [31].
Modal expansion represents the electromagnetic waves using
vector wave functions with a set of expansion coefficients. By
employing vector wave functions, the computation of wave
scattering is greatly simplified, facilitating the linear addition
of orthogonal wave functions. Among the different vector
wave functions available, VCWs are well-suited for wave

scattering of forests. This is primarily because the smallest
enclosing cylinder of a tree used in the T -matrix extraction
can be densely positioned on the x-y plane when we consider
tree heights are typically larger than the maximum radii of
the trees. Previously, multiple scattering was usually studied
with vector spherical wave (VSW) expansions. However,
the smallest enclosing sphere of a tree in vector spherical
waves is the diameter of the sphere equal to the tree’s height.
This would prevent the enclosing spheres from being located
in close proximity to one another. Therefore, using VCWs
instead of VSWs allows a more efficient representation of
wave scattering in forests, considering the various spatial
arrangements and dimensions of the trees involved.

2.1. Novelty of the FHM
The FHM procedure consists of three steps. The first step
is extracting the T -matrix using commercial software such as
FEKO, HFSS, and CST [32]. Using plane waves incidences
in commercial software, the bistatic scattering amplitudes are
then used to determine the T -matrix elements by matching to
the far-field solutions of VCWs. In the second step, themultiple
scattering solutions of the Foldy-Lax equation based on VCWs
are formulated to find electromagnetic interaction among trees.
The Foldy-Lax equations are then solved iteratively to obtain
orders of the numerous scattering solutions. The ultimate step
involves applying a triple FFT process to each order of the mul-
tiple scattering solutions, thereby substantially mitigating the
computational complexity.
T -matrix represents characteristics of the wave scattering by

a single scatterer. In modeling forests, we treat an entire tree
as a single scatterer. This is different from previous RTE mod-
eling that each branch, each leaf and each trunk are treated as
single scatterers. In VCWs, the T -matrix elements relate inci-
dent waves to scattered waves outside an enclosing cylinder of
a single tree. Electric fields are represented by TE (horizontal
polarization), M̄ and TM (vertical polarization), N̄ modes of
vector cylindrical wave functions. The exciting waves can be
expressed using the following equation [31],

Ēex (r̄)

=
∑
n

∫ k

−k

dkz
[
aEM
n (kz)RgM̄n(kz, r̄)+a

EN
n RgN̄n(kz, r̄)

]
(1)

where

RgM̄n (kz, r̄)=

[
ρ̂
in

ρ
Jn (kρρ)−ϕ̂kρJ ′

n (kρρ)

]
eikzz+inϕ,

RgN̄n (kz, r̄)

=

[
ρ̂
ikρkz
k

J ′
n (kρρ)− ϕ̂

nkz
kρ

Jn (kρρ) + ẑ
k2ρ
k
Jn (kρρ)

]

×eikzz+inϕ.

“Rg” denotes regular functions, which use Bessel functions An
approximation is made in (1), where the integration over kz is
limited to propagating waves, as the contribution of evanescent
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FIGURE 2. Final excitation fields acting on scatterer q in Foldy-Lax equation.

waves from one tree to another is neglected (We are presently
studying the inclusion of evanescent waves components) For
scattered waves Hankel functions of the first kind (without
“Rg”) are used as shown below,

Ēs (r̄)

=
∑
n

∫ k

−k

dkz
[
aSM
n (kz) M̄n (kz, r̄)+a

SN
n N̄n (kz, r̄)

]
. (2)

The T -matrix gives the relationship between the exciting wave
coefficients in (1) and the scattered wave coefficients in (2) as
the following

aSM
n (kz)=

∑
n′

∫ k

−k

dk′z

×
[
TMM
nn′ (kz, k

′
z) a

EM
n′ (k′z)+T

MN
nn′ (kz, k

′
z) a

EN
n′ (k′z)

]
,

aSN
n (kz) =

∑
n′

∫ k

−k

dk′z

×
[
TNM
nn′ (kz, k

′
z) a

EM
n′ (k′z)+T

NN
nn′ (kz, k

′
z) a

EN
n′ (k′z)

]
.

(3)

As discussed in [34], the T -matrix can be extracted by employ-
ing the far-field solutions, as the VCW expansions of the scat-
tered waves are valid in the entire domain outside of the en-
closing cylinder for both near fields and far fields. By taking a
double Fourier series over the scattering amplitudes of a single
scatterer in commercial software, the T -matrix elements can be
extracted from the bistatic polarimetric scattering amplitudes as
follows [22, 34]:

T
(α,β)
nn′ (k cos θs, k cos θi)

=
ξα,β sin θi
8π2 sin θs

in−n′
∫ 2π

0

dϕs

∫ 2π

0

dϕie
i(n′ϕi−nϕ)

× fαβ (θs, ϕs; θi, ϕi) ,

(4)

where α and β correspond to either M or N vector cylindrical
functions, which indicate ξα,β and fαβ as

ξα,β value fαβ

α/β M N

M i 1
N −1 i

α/β M N

M fhh fhv

N fvh fvv

In (4), fαβ is bistatic polarimetric scattering amplitude,
where subscripts “s” and “i” mean scattered and incident
waves, respectively. We have also used the transformations
kz = k cos θ. Note that physical rotation of trees along az-
imuthal angles can be calculated by coordinate transformation
of the T -matrix. However, the shapes of the trees do not exhibit
remarkable variations with azimuthal angles. The computed
T -matrices of single trees with different sizes and orientations
can be stored in a library and are reused for multiple scattering
simulations in various scenarios.
Using the Foldy-Lax equation, we can formulate multiple

scattering solutions. The Foldy-Lax equation states that the ex-
citation fields acting on a scatterer q can be represented as the
sum of the incident waves and the scattered waves generated by
the other scatterers as shown in Fig. 2. This can be expressed
in the equation below,

Ēex
q (r̄) = Ēinc (r̄) +

N∑
p=1,p ̸=q

Ēs
qp (r̄) (5)

where Ēex
q (r̄) is the final excitation field acting on q. In this

formulation each scatterer is represented by an index q corre-
sponding to an entire tree. The positions of the tree in the hor-
izontal plane are expressed as a 2-D vector ρ̄q = xqx̂ + yq ŷ.
The positions are random (non-periodic). Substituting (1) and
(2) into (5), the electric fields are expanded in VCWs as

∑
n

∫ k

−k

dkz
[
aEM,(q)
n (kz)RgM̄n(kz, r̄)+aEN,(q)

n RgN̄n(kz, r̄)
]

= aM,inc
n (kiz)RgM̄n (kiz, r̄)+aN,inc

n (kiz)RgN̄n (kiz, r̄)

+

N∑
p=1,p ̸=q

∑
n

∫ k

−k

dkz
[
aSM
n (kz) M̄n (kz, r̄)+aSN

n N̄n (kz, r̄)
]

(6)
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where the coefficients of incident planewaves [31] are

aM,inc
n (kiz) =

in+1e−inϕi

kiρ
Ehiδ (kz − kiz) ,

aN,inc
n (kiz) =

ine−inϕi

kiρ
Eviδ (kz − kiz) .

Applying the translation addition theorem, (6) is rearranged in
terms of regular wave functions. The translation addition the-
orem enables the transformation from an outgoing wave from
scatterer p to a linear combination of incoming waves on scat-
terer q as shown below [25, 31],

M̄n (kz, kρ |ρ̄− ρ̄p|)

=

∞∑
n′

RgM̄n′ (kz, ρ̄− ρ̄q)Hn′−n (kρ |ρ̄p − ρ̄q|)

× exp
(
−i (n′ − n)ϕρpρq

)
exp (−ikz (zp − zq)) ,

N̄n (kz, kρ |ρ̄− ρ̄p|)

=

∞∑
n′

RgN̄n′ (kz, ρ̄− ρ̄q)Hn′−n (kρ |ρ̄p − ρ̄q|)

× exp
(
−i (n′ − n)ϕρpρq

)
exp (−ikz (zp − zq)) .

(7)

On the substitution of (7) into (6) with the discretized kz
and changing excitation coefficients with scattering coeffi-
cients [22], we obtain the following matrix form of the Foldy-
Lax equations(

ψSM

ψSN

)
=

(
I − FMM −FMN

−FNM I − FNN

)(
aSM

aSN

)
(8)

where

F β,α
qm′,pn

(
kz,nz

, k′z,nz

)
=

∑
m

T
(β,α),q
m′m

(
kz,nz

, k′z,nz

)
σqp
mn

(
k′z,nz

)
,

σqp
mn(kz,nz

)=



∆kzH
(1)
m−n (kρ,nz

|ρ̄p − ρ̄q|)

exp
(
−i (m−n)ϕρpρq

)
exp (−ikz,nz

(zp−zq)) , for q ̸= p

0, for q = p,

ψS,β
qm′ (kz,nz

) =
∑
m

exp
(
ik̄i · r̄q

) im exp (−imϕi)
kiρ

×
[
iEhiT

(β,M)
m′m,q (kz,nz

, kiz)− EviT
(β,N)
m′m,q (kz,nz

, kiz)
]
,

α, β ∈ {M,N} and nz is an index of the discretized kz . It
is interesting to observe that T -matrices are embedded in the

Foldy-Lax equation when expressed in VCWs. Once extracted
in the step 1, the T -matrices are reused many times in the Foldy
Lax equations of (8). The system of linear equations in (8) is
solved using an iterative approach as described in [21, 22, 35],

aS = ψS + FψS + F2ψS + · · ·+ Fn−1ψS (9)

where F and ψS consist of the sub-matrices Fβα, ψSM and
ψSN , respectively. The scattering coefficients can be obtained
efficiently by iteratively applying the Foldy-Lax matrix until
convergence Each term in (9) corresponds to an order of mul-
tiple scattering with ψS as the first order, Fψinc as the second
order, F2ψinc as the third order, and Fn−1ψS as the n-th order
scattered fields.
As discussed in [22], the computational bottleneck in (8)

arises from the product of F with a column vector. This in-
volves the computation of translation addition terms such as
σqp
mn (kz,nz ) a

Sα
n (kz,nz ). To improve the computational com-

plexity, a triple FFT form is formulated by substituting the po-
sitions of the scatterers p and q

|ρ̄p − ρ̄q| =
√

∆x2
(
α′
g − αg

)2
+∆y2

(
β′
g − βg

)2
,

ϕρpρq
= tan

(
∆y

(
β′
g − βg

)
/∆x

(
a′g − αg

)) (10)

into (8). α′, β′ correspond to the scatter q and α, β corre-
spond to the scatterer p, respectively. Applying 2D-SMCG
FFTs to σqp

mn (kz,nz ) a
Sα
n (kz,nz ) with the defined positions of

(9) and 1D FFT to the order difference m − n respectively,
σqp
mn (kz,nz

) aSα
n (kz,nz

) can be computed as

ψ̃α = FFT−1
{
σF ◦ aSαF

}
. (11)

The key point of 2D-SMCG-FFT is a translation of the random
positions ρ̄q to a periodic grid so that 2D FFT can be applied
to periodic grid points [26]. Note that the computation of (10)
requires a three-step procedure to respond to randomly posi-
tioned trees [22]: (i) pre-multiplication (ii) triple FFT and (iii)
post-multiplication. The third FFT is new, and is due to the
order of the vector cylindrical waves.
Using the translational addition theorem, the Foldy-Lax

equation transforms into the following form

aEβ
m,q (kz) = aIβm,q (kz) +

∑
p=1,p ̸=q

∑
n

H
(1)
m−n (kρ|ρ̄pq|)

× e−i(m−n)ϕρpρq e−ikz(zp−zq)aSβ
n,p (kz) .

(12)

The coupling of VCWorderm of scatterer q is coupled to VCW
order n of scatterer p through the order difference ofm− n, as
shown in the above equation. This allows FFT on the order of
VCW so that the computation isNmaxlogNmax instead ofN 2

max,
where Nmax is the maximum order of VCW.
The CPU time and the memory of the FHM follow

O
(
NqN

2
nN

2
m +NmNqNsn logNqNsn) and O(NTN

2
nN

2
m

+NmNqNn), whereNT is the number of T -matrices (different
T -matrices corresponding to different trees) and Nq is the
number of scatterers. In the CPU time complexity, the first
term in the big O notation, NqN

2
snN

2
m, is associated with
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 3. Computational efficiency of the FHM: (a) CPU time and (b) memory.

13 m

8 m

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4. 3-D modeling of (a) eight m height tree and (b) 13m height tree.

T -matrix multiplication. The second term related to triple
FFT, NmNqNsn logNqNsn, increases smoothly due to the
logarithmic nature of Nq .
To obtain the requirements of CPU time and the memory,

the FHM is performed on the desktop computer of Intel Core
i7-10700 CPU and 32 GB RAM. The CPU time and memory
usage, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b), respectively, are mea-
sured by increasing the number of identical trees (Nt = 1) and
calculating scattered fields using an iterative solution order of
2. The large number of trees used in this paper is 72 trees.
We compare the FHM and the HM used in [21]. In Fig.

3(a), it can be observed that between 9 and 16 trees, the esti-
mated order is different from that of the FHM due to additional
computational tasks such as uploading T -matrix and generat-
ing the translation addition terms. However, as the computa-
tional complexity of solving the system of linear equations be-
comes dominant, the order of the computational time matches
that of the FHM after 16 trees. The computational complexity

shows that O (Nq) is dominant whenNq less than 72 as shown
in Fig. 3(a), whereas the hybrid method showsO

(
N1.7

q

)
. Note

that in cases where log(NqNsn) is larger thanNnNm, it follows
O (Nq logNq). The memory usage of the FHM remains at the
level of the T -matrix memory as shown in Fig. 3(b), whereas
the HM significantly increases due to the need to store the σ
matrix [22].

3. VALIDATION OF THE FHM: 8M AND 13M HEIGHT
TREES

In this section, we will implement the FHM procedure to gener-
ate full-wave simulations of trees. The numerical solutions are
validated by comparisonswith commercial software FEKO.We
consider two tree heights: 8 meters and 13 meters. The struc-
tures of the 8m and 13m trees are depicted in Fig. 4, and the
dimensions and the numbers of their trunks and branches are
presented in Table 2. The primary branches on each layer are
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y axis

x axis

y axis

x axis

(a)

 

y axis

x axis

y axis

x axis

(b)

FIGURE 5. T -matrix validation: comparison of scattered fields between the FHM and FEKO. In FHM, we first extract the T -matrix and then use the
T -matrix to calculate the scattered fields. (a) 8m height tree (a single tree), (b) 13m height tree (a single tree).

TABLE 2. Number and dimensions of a trunk and branches.

Trunk Primary Branch Secondary Branch

Number 1 30 (18) 180 (108)

Length [m] 13 (8) 1 0.3

Radius [cm] 12.5 2 0.5
(): 8m tree
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8 m

13 m

 

(a) (b) 

FIGURE 6. Geometric configuration for validation scenarios. Trees used in both scenarios are positioned in the same locations. (a) 8 trees: 8m
height, (b) 8 trees: 13m height.

FIGURE 7. Order of iterative solutions: convergence of iterative solutions is attained at the 4th order. The field points are located on the parallel to
x-axis at y = 1.5m, z = 0m.

rotated with respect to azimuthal angles. The bottom plane of
the trees is denoted by z = 0. The trees consist of dielectric
materials. The permittivity of trees throughout this paper is set
to 13.68 + 4.62i.

3.1. Validation of T-Matrix

Far-field bistatic scattering amplitude solutions are obtained by
FEKO [32], which is used to extract the T -matrix of VCWs.
To validate the T -matrix in the FHM, we compare the electric
fields obtained from the FHM with those from FEKO. Specifi-
cally, we obtain the scattered fields directly from FEKO using
a single tree, while for the FHM, we compute the electric fields
using vector cylindrical waves and their associated scattering
coefficients from (3).
The VCW functions utilized in the FHM employ a total of

267 set kz sampling points, representing z-directional wave
components (Nm), and 41 azimuthal modes (Nn) equivalent
to Nmax = 20. The extracted two T -matrices are validated
by comparing scattered fields of FEKO to that of the FHM
as shown in Figs. 5(a) and (b), where the field points of the
scattered fields are located on the x-, y-, and z-axes, respec-
tively. The incident plane waves are polarized vertically and
horizontally, corresponding to Evi = 1, Ehi = 0 and Evi = 0,
Ehi = 1 in (6), respectively, with θi = 140◦ and ϕi = 0◦. Note
that the vector points outward from the origin: θi is an angle be-

tween the z-axis and a vector, and ϕi is an azimuth between the
x-axis and a vector projected on a x-y plane. Thus, a down-
ward going wave with a negative z-component is at θi equal to
140 degrees that make an angle of 40 degrees with the negative
z-axis. The incidence angle of the SMAP observations is 40 de-
grees [33]. These incident waves are used through this paper.
The two solutions obtained from using FEKO and the FHM
exhibit excellent agreement. These agreements validate the ac-
curacy of the extracted T -matrices. The obtained T -matrices
are put in a library as they are re-useable for various simulation
cases.

3.2. Validations of Multiple Scattering solutions of FHM

In this sub-section, we validate the fast multiple scattering
solutions based on the Foldy-Lax equation. As shown in
Figs. 6(a) and (b) the validation scenarios involve the use
of eight trees to compare with FEKO. The scenarios consist
of eight randomly positioned trees with gaps between each
other. The scenarios involving eight m and 13m high trees
use the same positions. We check the iterative order in (9)
before generating the scattered fields. The relative error de-
fined as relative error =

∥∥∥E(i)
FHM − EFEKO

∥∥∥
F
/ ∥EFEKO∥F

where (i) denotes an order of iteration. Convergence is ob-
served at the 4th order of multiple scattering as shown in Fig. 7.
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(a)

 (b)

FIGURE 8. Validation of multiple scattering solutions of FHM. (a) 8 trees: 8m height, (b) 8 trees: 13m height.

The scattered fields from eight trees are generated by per-
forming the fast multiple scattering computation. The ver-
tically and horizontally polarized incident waves are used in
each simulation, respectively. The field points for Figs. 8(a)
and (b) are along the x-axis such that −10 m ≤ x ≤ 10m,
y = 1.5m, z = 0m, along the y-axis such that x = 1.5m,
−10 ≤ y ≤ 10m, z = 0m, and along the z-axis such that
x = 1.5m, y = 0m, 0 ≤ z ≤ 13m. The scattered fields ob-
tained from the FHM and FEKO simulations show good agree-

ment. We calculate the spatial distributions of fields at the bot-
tom plane z = 0m (underneath the trees). The solutions are
compared to those obtained from FEKO. The electric and mag-
netic fields at the bottomwill be used to compute transmissivity
in the next section. Two results shown in Figs. 9(a) and (b), ex-
hibit good agreement with FEKO. The fields in Fig. 9 are equal
to unity on the left region because the incident waves in that re-
gion do not encounter any trees. In the right region, the ampli-
tudes of the electric fields can be larger than the unity meaning
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FEKOFHM

FEKOFHM

Incident wave: v -pol. 

Incident wave: h -pol. 

Top view of 8 trees

(a)

FEKOFHM

FEKOFHM

Incident wave: v -pol. 

Incident wave: h -pol. 

Top view of 8 trees

(b)

FIGURE 9. Total fields on the bottom plane. (a) 8m height tree, (b) 13m height tree.

�

Incident wave

lx,t

lx,domain

trees on incident 

wave path

FIGURE 10. Two areas of transmissivity computation: At and Adomain.
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tree position

reception 

area

converge

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 11. Full-wave simulations of forest of 72 trees. (a) Randomized positions of trees, (b) 8m height: spatial electric field distributions on the
reception area by vertically polarized (left) and horizontally polarized incident plane waves (right), respectively, (c) 13m height: spatial electric field
distributions on the reception area by vertically polarized (left) and horizontally polarized incident plane waves (right), respectively, (d) convergent
values of transmissivity with respect to lx,t.
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8 m tree

13 m tree

FEKOFHM

Incident wave: v -pol. 

FEKOFHM

Incident wave: h -pol. 

Top view of 8 trees

FIGURE 12. Validation of 8 mixed height trees where the height of a tree is either 8m or 13m.

that they are greater than those of incident waves. The values
larger than unity are a result of constructive interference. The
blue regions in Figs. 9(a) and (b) represent the shadowed areas
where the incident waves are attenuated by the trees, resulting
in electric field values less than unity. The advantage of full-
wave simulations is that they give constructive and destructive
interference of electric field distributions in forested areas. No-
tably, (i) the average Poyning’s vector and the average trans-
missivity are less than unity due to energy conservation, and
(ii) the radiative transfer theory only gives an average (based
on the statistical homogeneity assumptions discussed earlier).
The results of Fig. 9 show “edge effects” meaning the fields
on the periphery of the simulation domain area do not have the
correct random media effects. We shall eliminate edge effects
in our subsequent forest simulations. Fig. 9 shows comparable
magnitudes of vertical and horizontal polarizations which are
in the results of both FEKO and FHM. Note that using a small
number of trees such as eight trees is merely for validation of
the FHM against FEKO. For applications considered here the
results of simulations of eight trees are useless and meaningless
as there are too much edge/gap effects. A group of trees with a
representative density is needed to focus on the group’s interior
domain to avoid edge effects.

4. FULL-WAVE ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATION OF
FORESTS

This section applies the FHM to full-wave electromagnetic sim-
ulations of forests. The forests are shown in Figs. 1(a) and
(b) with a forest area of about 714m2. The tree density of the
forests is set to 0.1 tree/m2, giving 72 trees in the forest. The

incident waves are the same as used in the previous section.
Forests in Figs. 1(a) and (b) are generated by randomized pro-
cess considering the forest area Adomain = π (ddomain/2)

2,
where ddomain is the forest diameter. The tree position q is
randomly selected by

ρ̄q = R cosΨx̂+R sinΨŷ

where the ranges of two random variables are 0 ≤ R ≤
ddomain/2 and 0 ≤ Ψ ≤ 2π, respectively, and they follow
the uniform distribution.
To investigate the penetration of microwaves through

forested environments, it is necessary to design a simulation
scheme. To capture the multiple scattering effects of trees, we
must include many trees and eliminate edge effects. We define
two regions: a domain areaAdomain and a reception (test) area
At. The domain encompasses the region where all 72 trees
are situated, and within this area, we compute the multiple
scattering effects of these 72 trees. The reception (test) area
is the region we use to illustrate the field distributions and
the transmissivity. Our design is such that At ≪ Adomain so
that At does not have edge effects. As shown in Fig. 10, the
incident plane waves pass through trees, and they reach At.
The trees on this path of the incident waves should be included
in the Adomain. Otherwise, the incident waves directly hit At

leading to an edge effect, which means that the discontinuity
of trees on the edge increases transmitted power. With these
considerations, we have the design parameter as shown below,

ddomain = lx,t + 2h tan θi (13)

where h and lx,t are the tree height and the side length of At,
respectively. As discussed in [24], since using a large recep-
tion area can reduce the number of realizations in Monte Carlo
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(a)

Incident wave: v-pol. Incident wave: h-pol. (b)

FIGURE 13. Electromagnetic simulations of forest of mixed trees: (a) geometric configuration (circle: 13m tree, cross: 8m tree), (b) electric field
distributions.

simulations, lx,t is set to around 40 wavelengths, and as a result
ddomain is 30.16m. The correctness of this design scheme can
be tested by increasing Adomain and At until convergence of
transmissivity is obtained.
Based on this design scheme, we generate the geometric con-

figuration of a forest of 72 trees as shown in Fig. 11(a). Spatial
electric field distributions on the reception area, illustrated in
Figs. 11(b) and (c), are computed using the multiple scatter-
ing solutions. Based on electromagnetic waves on the bottom
plane, we compute the transmissivity from the Poynting vector
as shown below,

T =
1

At

∫∫
At

S̄tot · (−ẑ)
S̄inc · (−ẑ)

dr̄. (14)

By increasing the parameter lx,t, the transmissivity is computed
for each corresponding value of lx,t. This process allows us
to observe the convergent behavior of the transmissivity, as
shown in Fig. 11(d), where the transmissivity converges to a
value of approximately 0.639. As shown in Figs. 11(b) and (c),
we eliminate edge effects for area At due to the design scheme
using two areas Adomain and At. The electric fields shown
in Fig. 11(b) and (c) can be as high as twice the incident wave.
Taking the absolute value square to obtain the power means that
the highest Poynting vector can be four times that of the inci-
dent wave. The spatial field distributions show that the fields
are unevenly distributed with large fields in the gap region and
smaller fields in the shadow region. The ratio of field maxima
and minima can be very high. This is the advantage of full-
wave simulations while the radiative transfer theory only gives
one number, viz. the average Poynting’s vector. The Foldy-

Lax equation is solved up to the 4th order of wave scattering.
Table 3 shows the CPU time and the memory required for the
computation performed on a desktop computer; the CPU time
is measured for one realization. The CPU time is merely 22.5
minutes, and the required memory is merely 16.5GB.

4.1. Forest of Trees with Mixed Heights
To simulate a case corresponding to trees with varying heights
in the forest, the FHM is applied to forests comprising of ran-
domly selected trees ranging between eight m and 13m. We
use two random sets of positions and varying tree heights. The
FHM utilizes pre-stored T -matrices of eight m and 13m trees
from a library, allowing it to efficiently solve multiple scatter-
ing problems by reusing those T -matrices. Before implement-
ing full-wave electromagnetic simulations of many trees, we
validate the scenario of the eight mixed height trees. The posi-
tions of trees corresponding to two heights are shown in Fig. 12.
The total fields of the FHM results agree with those of FEKO.
We further increase the number of trees to 72, as depicted in
the geometric configuration shown in Fig. 13(a). We utilize the
tree location profile depicted in Fig. 11(a) to compute the spa-
tial electric field distributions on the reception area using the
FHM, as shown in Fig. 13(b).
To calculate transmissivities of randomly positioned trees

and randomly selected tree heights (mixed height trees), we per-
form Monte Carlo simulations involving averaging the trans-
missivities across multiple realizations as shown below [25],

t =
1

N

N∑
n=1

Tn (15)
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FIGURE 14. Monte Carlo simulations of transmissivities with randomly
positioned trees.

FIGURE 15. Transmissivities of different tree densities: 13m tall tree.

Region I

Region II

FIGURE 16. Non-uniform distribution of trees (a cluster of trees). The
number of trees is 72.

FIGURE 17. Comparison of transmissivities between non-uniform dis-
tributions of trees (a cluster of trees) and uniform distributions of trees.

TABLE 3. CPU time and memory usage for simulating 72 trees using 4th order iterative solutions on a desktop computer equipped with an Intel Core
i7-10700 CPU and 32GB of RAM.

# of Trees CPU time Memory
72 1346 sec. 16.5 GB

TABLE 4. Transmissivity of forest.

Scenario 13m trees 8m trees
13m and 8m
mixed trees

v-pol. 0.559 0.686 0.624
h-pol. 0.536 0.660 0.598

TABLE 5. Number and dimensions of a trunk and branches: Non-uniform
distribution of trees.

Trunk Primary Branch Secondary Branch
Number 1 18 108

Length [m] 8 1 0.3
Radius [cm] 2 2 0.5
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where Tn is a realization corresponding to the n-th random set
of tree positions. Each realization is generated by randomly
assigning positions to the trees in the simulation domain as de-
scribed in the Section 4. The random variables of tree heights
also follow the uniform distribution. We apply this procedure to
the forests of eight m trees, 13m trees, and mixed trees, respec-
tively, and compare them with each other. Fig. 14 presents the
transmissivity results for incident waves with vertical and hor-
izontal polarizations, respectively. As the number of realiza-
tions increases, the transmissivities converge. At the L-band,
the transmissivities obtained from vertically polarized incident
waves show higher values in comparison to those obtained from
horizontally polarized waves. As the numbers of the 13m trees
and 8m trees used in the mixed tree scenario are approximately
equal it is logical that the transmissivities of the mixed trees
fall between those of the 13m trees and the eight m trees. The
transmissivities are summarized in Table 4. The tree densities
in natural forests vary; Fig. 15 shows transmissivities as a func-
tion of tree density. As expected, the transmissivity decreases
with increasing density.

4.2. Nonuniform Distributions of Trees

The various tree clustering patterns result in distinct transmis-
sivities. This is in contrast to the RTE which gives the same
result with or without clustering if the average number of trees
per unit area is the same. Note that the RTE assumes that the
scatterers are uniformly distributed across the region. To in-
vestigate a significant effect of tree clusters on transmissivies,
trees are randomly generated as shown in Fig. 16. The trees are
more open on the left side due to a lower tree density on that
side: Region I and Region II exhibit tree densities of 0.0224
trees/m2 and 0.127 trees/m2, respectively, and the overall aver-
age tree density maintains the same 0.1 trees/m2 with that of
the uniform distributions. Note that this condition increases
the transmissivity difference between non-uniform and uniform
distributions of trees. Two regions are defined by two ranges
of angles: Region I is SI ∈ [3π/4, 5π/4] and Region II is
SII ∈ [5π/4, 11π/4]. In the FHM, a non-uniform medium
is composed of slender-trunk trees whose dimensions are de-
scribed in Table 5. The transmissivity of the tree cluster is com-
pared to that of the uniform distribution, as illustrated in Fig. 17.
Due to the cluster effect, the transmissivity is larger than that of
the uniform distributions. Therefore, the full-wave simulation
results indicate that the various geometric configurations lead
to distinct transmissivities although the overall tree density is
the same.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we perform full-wave electromagnetic simula-
tions of forests at L-band. Due to accuracy and efficient solu-
tions of electromagnetic wave propagation through forest, the
FHM is beneficial for full-wave electromagnetic simulations
of forests. The FHM maintains low computational complexity
as the number of trees increases, which enables us to simulate
wave scattering of 72 trees in simulation domain. We show that
the FHM based on the triple FFT technique is highly efficient to

solve wave scattering of trees within 1346 sec and 16.5 GB on
the desktop. The validation of the FHM is confirmed through
comparisons with FEKO results, demonstrating a high level of
agreement between the two. We design the simulation domain
and calculate the electric field distributions underneath forest.
Using forests of 8m and 13m trees, the FHM is successfully
applied to calculate the solutions. The electric field distribu-
tions are uneven at the bottom plane of the trees with large am-
plitudes at twice that of the incident wave so that the highest
Poynting vector can be 4 times that of the incident wave. The
transmissivity of 13m trees is about 0.56 and that of eight m
trees is about 0.69. The scenario involving a mixture of trees
with heights of 8m and 13m shows that the transmissivity falls
between the values corresponding to the 13m trees and the 8m
trees. The FHM shows that the L-band microwave signals of
the SMAP mission can penetrate forests of larger than 5 kg/m2.
Based on the significant field strength observed in the field dis-
tribution, we conclude that targets concealed under forests can
be detected. Similarly, in wireless communication, GPS sig-
nals beneath forest cover are successfully received. We show
that the full-wave simulations provide different transmissivities
depending on distributions of trees. The results of transmissiv-
ities vary with clustering and without clustering of trees. The
CPU time of FHM can be further improved by such as using
the method of steepest descents to approximate the far-distance
wave interaction of trees. The ongoing work aims to combine
the FHM with the rough surface at the bottom of the trees.
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